An application of the theory of computational complexity to the problem of verifying certain structural properties of discrete event simulation models is illustrated.
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MOTIVATION
In the study of discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS) to construct such 'an environment abound. Henriksen [1983] , Balci [1986] , Balci and Nance [1987, 1992] , and B,ahner and Paul [1990] discuss the requirements for simulation model development environments (SMDE).
On the other hand, Ev,ans et al. [1967] , Zeigler [1976] , N.ante [1981] , Tom [1981] , Oversh-eet [1982] , Schruben [1983] , Overstreet and Nance [1985] , Nance [1987] , Schruben and Yiices.an [1987] , Glynn and Iglehart [1988] , and Som and Sargent [1989] have introduced various formalisms for discrete event simulation,; modeling.
With a n,arrower focus, Simscript [M,arkowitz et al., 1963] , Simula [D,ahl and Nyg,aard. 1967] , and GPSS [Gordon, 1961] provide a particular language to support modeling and simulation.
Many simulation languages such as SLAM II [Pritsker, 1986] ,and SIMAN [Pegden et al.. 1990 ] as well as simulators such as XCELL+ [Conway et al.. 1987] ,and WITNESS [Gihnan and Billingham, 1989 ] have adopted this pragmatic approach.
An important feature of these modeling and ,analysis platforms is the support tools they provide to detect potenti.at problems with model specifications and to assist in the construction of model implementations.
For example. simulation I.anguages provide utilities to detect structural errors in simulation progr,ams, which operate in ,an ,analogous fashion to compilers for highlevel programming languages. Some of the definitions ,are based on the developments in [Overstreet, 1982] and [Schruben, 1991] [Shedler, 1987; Glynn and Igleh,art, 1988], Condition Specifications [Overstreet and N,ance. 1985] or Simulation Graphs [Schruben ,and Yucesan. 1987] .
A model implementation is a translation of the model specification into a computer execumble form. This could be a Simula [Dahl ,and Nygaard. 1967] canceled and its clock is turned off.~40re formal!;, let S be a finite or countable set of states and E be a finite set of events. For S e S, E(S) denotes the set of ail events that can occur when the process is in state S. In state S, the occurrence of an event E e E(S) triggers a transition to state S'. The probability that the transition under event E is from state S to state S' is denoted by p(S' ;S,E). The actual event E = E(S) that triggers a transition in state S depends on the clocks associated with the events in E(S). Each clock records the remaining time until its associated event triggers a state transition. With these building blocks, it is now possible to define the structural properties of interest. These properties are defined here informally to provide some intuition about the types of questions we are posing.
In the next section, however, the verification questions tare stmed formally as decision problems and are asserted to be NP-compiete.
A state, S, is said to be accessible if there exists a valid finite sequence of events whose execution leads into S. Two events, A and B, tare said to be orderindependent if the execution of event A followed immediately by event B leads into the same stme as the execution of event B followed immediately by event A, provided that the executions of both AB and BA are valid. 
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
It is necessary to distinguish between two different cmrws of intrac~lbility.
The first one, which is the focus of this paper, is that the decision problem is so difficult that a prohibitively karge amount of time is needed to find a solution.
The second one is that the solution itself is so extensive that the length of the expression required to describe it is prohibitive. As On the other h,and, the space needed to represent a particular smte is assumed to be a polynomial function of n, or simply O(pl (n)). Analogously, an event, which is assumed to be encoded in 0(p3(n)), can be executed in Polynomial time, or simply 0(p2(n)).
The vefilcation questions ,are now smted as decision problems. In these definitions, the notation "EOE1E2...Ek = S" denotes that the execution of the sequence of events Eo, E 1, E2,..,Ek leads to sblte S.
while "EOE1E2...Ei a S ' # S for i<m" implies that the execution of these events leads to any walid state except state S. Also note that Eo, the initialization event, is assumed to establish the initial state of the model implementation at the start of execution. for other values, it might not be. One could use such information to determine appropriate ranges for input p.amneters over which a particul~simulation c,an be correctly applied. The corolkary asserts that it is not possible to devise such a polynomial-time v,alick~tion procedure.
Hence, the determination of a valid experimental frame [Zeigler, 1976] for a simulation study is an intractable decision problem. Path analysis, cause-effect graphing, stress testing, blackbox testing, ,and white-box testing [Whitner and Balci, 1989] ,are useful heuristic techniques to address this problem.
The detection of initialization bias is an impm-tmt problem in steady-state simulations.
For example, Schruben [1982] and Schruben et al. [1983] propose tests to determine whether a set of observations is contmninated with initialization bias. Welch [1983] proposes a simple technique to determine a truncation point in the output series. All of these procedures assume a priori that the system can reach steady state. Hence, the definitions for model equivalence presented in [Overstreet, 1982] , [Schruben, 1983] , and [Sargent, 1988] yield intractable decision problems since they are based on the behavior of sLlte variables during a particular run. In addition, the validity of the conceptual algorithm for the development of an efficient model implementation (event reduction) presented in [Sore and S,argent, 1989 ] cannot be verified with a polynomial-time ,algorithm. Question: Does there exist a sequence of events Ek with k S K, such that the execution of %' E2' """' , the seauence Yields:
'OElE2"""Ek = '* while 1. C is not satisfied,
The events list (L) is empty?
THEOREM 4: STALLING is NP-complete.
Proof: See Jacobson ,and Yuces,an [1992] . [Overstreet and N.ante, 1985] . Such a platform should support the production of a model specification ,and its ,awalysis in order to [Balci ,and Nance, 1987] 
